
Why Use DirectFax Messenger for Your Collaboration Apps?

Now more than ever, employees are spending more time collaborating on apps like Microsoft Teams  
and Slack. To keep employees engaged and productive, it’s imperative to reduce app switching – which 
often leads to app fatigue and redundant documentation. With etherFAX’s DirectFax integration, users  
can leverage the collaborative features within MS Teams and Slack without having to change their  
existing workflows. 

Securely send, receive, and view faxes directly in your Microsoft Teams and  
Slack accounts.

DirectFax® Messenger for  
Collaboration Apps

Features & Benefits

• Transmit secure, digital, high-resolution rich  
color documents

• Eliminate the need for fax server apps –  
creating seamless collaborative workflows

• Individual users can easily receive, send, and  
view faxes directly in MS Teams and Slack

• Operates in a HIPAA and SOC2® compliant  
environment that is both HITRUST CSF® and  
PCI DSS certified

• Collaboration tools can save you money while 
providing an additional way to collaborate

• Simple drag-and-drop functionality

Additionally, for Microsoft Teams

• View faxes in DirectFax’s mailbox-style  
application in your existing Teams Channels

• Faxes are stored on your SharePoint site

https://www.etherfax.net/
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About etherFAX
Founded in 2009,  etherFAX® offers a secure document delivery platform and suite of applications widely used across a broad 
range of industries to digitize workflows and optimize business processes. As a leading provider of hybrid-cloud fax solutions  
supporting healthcare enterprises, etherFAX securely transmits protected health information and high-resolution, color documents  
directly to applications and devices with end-to-end encryption and ultra-fast transmission speeds. etherFAX’s secure, cloud-based, and  
encrypted data exchange solutions operate in a HIPAA and SOC 2® compliant environment that is both HITRUST CSF® and PCI DSS certified.

For more information, contact a Sales team member at 877-384-9866  
or sales@etherFAX.net.

DirectFax® Messenger for Collaboration Apps

Problems Solved

Meet users where they are and  
keep them in their existing Teams 
and Slack environment to drive 
efficiency

Protect business-critical documents 
with guaranteed security and  
end-to-end encryption

Improve content management  
within your Teams and Slack  
channels 

Eliminate disparate repositories  
that don’t allow users to share  
documents in their current workflow 

More Reasons to Switch

etherFAX’s DirectFax Messenger integration with Microsoft Teams and Slack is a mobile fax application 
within each app. Faxed documents are received as attachments and can be easily integrated into existing 
workflows. Also, DirectFax Messenger scales to support any size remote or on-premise workforce.
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